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E-Cert
Electronic Insurance Certificate Issuing System for Importers and Exporters
E-Cert is a timesaving, internet-based application developed primarily for small to medium-sized enterprise exporters to
allow them to produce their own insurance certificates. The system is designed to be user-friendly and convenient, and
does not incur any set-up costs. It allows exporters to email certificate copies to banks when required, and to access
their certificates online in any office, at anytime, anywhere in the world.
Primarily the system saves exporters time and money while allowing them control over their insurance certificates. It
also provides the following additional benefits:


Users are able to issue certificates using a simple online programme;



System is accessible from any device with internet access;



One login for users who create certificates for multiple companies/subsidiaries in the E-Cert system - switch
between companies without separate user IDs and passwords



Customer databases can be created that populate certain certificate fields, reducing the need to input repetitive
data into a certificate;



Certificates can be cloned to save time in repeating shipment information;



Default exchange rates are available for currency conversion and are updated daily



Reports can be generated for analysis of certificates created;



Certificates are automatically updated with amended and new Insurance Clauses when necessary;



Users are able to email Draft certificates to banks for confirmation of certificate contents.

Premium Generator
Quote and Binding Facility for Intermediaries
Vero Marine’s Premium Generator system (PG) is an internet-based application that allows insurance intermediaries to
quote and instantly bind marine cover online. It is a fast and reliable system that is easy to use and does not incur any setup costs. The system automatically calculates insurance premiums, including any applicable levies and GST.
The main benefits of using PG are:


Instant quote and cover binding system;



Easy to use;



Automatic calculation of premium, levies and GST;



24-hour availability;



Accessible from any device with internet access;



Electronic Quote and Policy documents are produced that can be emailed to clients at the click of a button;



System is automatically updated with revised Insurance Clauses.

PG can cater for both single transit (one-off) policies and small annual cargo risks with the following standard features:
Annual Cover


Lower minimum premium of NZ$400 by using Premium Generator



Import, Export and local NZ transit covers



Maximum premium of NZ$5,000



NZ$2,000,000 maximum limit any one conveyance



Deductible options available

Single Transit Cover


Maximum sum insured NZ$250,000



Lower rates for one-off local and international household goods moves



Local and international covers include fresh/chilled/frozen product, household goods, and general cargo, plus
local cover only for livestock

For further information, please talk to your Vero Marine underwriter.
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